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To: Geoffrey Coombs <geoffasa@gmail.com>
Cc: HAI <HAI@safetyandquality.gov.au>, "KATZ, Catherine" <Catherine.Katz@safetyandquality.gov.au>

Hi Geoff

 

Given the importance of the issues concerning appropriate access to AGAR data, I appreciate your timely review and
advice concerning levels of access to AGAR and the confirmation of the appropriate ethics approvals in relation to
this data. I thought it important to provide you with the detail provided to me by Prof Grayson which caused my initial
approach to you and to Nexus6.

 

In an email to me on Friday 6th September, as part of a range of issues, Prof Grayson provided the following advice to
me:

“Level 1 Systems Administrator access allows vision into both HHCApp data and AGAR data - currently only Nexus6
and I have such access. Since I am a member of both HHA and AGAR and the contract with Nexus6 is with the
Austin, it has been appropriate that such access is tightly controlled.  In your current position, if you have access to
AGAR data, then you could be in trouble.”

 

Thanks again

 

Kathy
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